＜ Additional terms and conditions regarding the use of the Supplier for QUICK FACTSET
WORKSTATIONS＞

User shall abide by the following conditions regarding the use of news, etc. provided by NIKKEI
Inc., the Supplier (“NIKKEI”), and its affiliated companies.
1.

News Provided by NIKKEI (“NIKKEI NEWS”)

(1) User shall use NIKKEI NEWS only for the purpose of conducting its business (except the
business on providing information), and shall not disclose or make available to any third party
NIKKEI NEWS, excluding the case if one of the following event occurs:
(i) If User makes available to customers visiting the premises of User (including potential

customers. The same shall apply hereinafter.) NIKKEI NEWS in its terminal which
receives the Service or by printing out the terminal screen;
(ii) If User makes available to customers NIKKEI NEWS in the portable PC terminal or the

tablet terminal which receives the Service at the places other than the premises of User;
(iii) If User prints out NIKKEI NEWS of which User has been granted a sublicense right to

distribute by NIKKEI in writing, and distributes it to a third party pursuant to the
sublicense conditions; or
(iv) If User displays NIKKEI NEWS on the digital signage display without search function and

make it available to any third party.

(2) If whole or part of the business of User comes under mass media such as newspaper, broadcast,
telecommunication, magazine, User shall notify QUICK thereof and separately execute a special
contract with QUICK to ensure that User does not use NIKKEI NEWS in its media.
2. Index Calculated and Published by NIKKEI and Related Basic Information Data
(1) If User utilizes stock price index calculated and published by NIKKEI (including, but not
limited to Nikkei Stock Average), User shall separately execute an agreement for the use of
index with NIKKEI.
(2) If User utilizes NIKKEI basic information data, User shall separately execute an agreement
for the use of data with Nikkei Digital Media, Inc. (“NIKKEI DM”).
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3. NEEDS Data Provided by NIKKEI DM
(1) User shall have access to NEEDS Data only in terminal which receives the Service or on a
paper on which the terminal screen is printed out, and shall not store the whole or part of
NEEDS Data, store NEEDS Data in the electronic or magnetic recording media of the
system operated by User such as the server, nor make a database of NEEDS Data.

(2) User shall not permit any third party to provide, have access to or quote, etc. the whole or
part of NEEDS Data in any manner, except distribution of a written or a PDF-format
material for explanation or proposal to customers prepared by User, reciting NEEDS Data
and identifying the source. In addition, even in this case, User shall not distribute NEEDS
Data in the form that gives a comprehensive overview or that can be edited or modified by
customers.
4. Nikkei Earnings Estimates Data Provided by Nikkei DM
Notwithstanding the preceding article, User acknowledges that any and all intellectual property right
in Nikkei Earnings Estimates Data included in NEES Data shall belong to NIKKEI and that the use
conditions for Nikkei Earnings Estimates Data shall be the same as those for NIKKEI NEWS set
forth in Article 1.
(Note: On and after July 1, 2015, “Nikkei DM” stated above shall be changed to “Nikkei Inc.”,
according to Nikkei DM shall be merged into Nikkei Inc.)
End
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